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Introduction 
While angiotensin II-infused mouse models are often used to study abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA), 
their large variation in shape (from eccentric to polymorphic) and their suprarenal (rather than infrarenal) 
location have never been fully understood [1]. In this work we used a novel ex vivo imaging technique to 
unveal the anatomy and micro-structure of the so-called dissecting AAAs in these mice.  
 
Methods 
Dissecting  AAAs were provoked by a combined administration of angiotensin II and anti-TGF-β antibody 
in n=20 male normolipidemic C57BL6 mice (age 12 weeks) [2]. The animals were followed up in vivo with 
high-frequency ultrasound (Vevo 2100, VisualSonics) and contrast-enhanced micro-CT (Quantum FX, 
Caliper Life Sciences). N=9 intact dissecting AAAs were sacrificed 2 to 15 days after aneurysm induction 
and n=6 samples were obtained post mortem from animals with aortic rupture. All dissecting AAA 
samples were scanned ex vivo using phase contrast X-ray tomographic microscopy (PCXTM) at the 
Tomcat beamline of the Swiss Light Source at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Villigen. These images 
combine a detailed soft tissue contrast with a superior isotropic image resolution of 6.5 micron. After the 
ex vivo scans the samples were embedded in paraffin. We subsequently developed a novel technique 
called PCXTM-guided histology, which allowed us to cut paraffin slices exactly at the rupture sites 
observed on the PCXTM images. The organization of the lesion (H&E), and the distribution of elastic 
lamellae (Millar stain), collagen fibers (Sirius Red), smooth muscle cells (alpha-actin), endothelial cells 
(CD31) and fibrin (MSB) could thus be studied with unprecedented accuracy. 
 
Results 
We visualized that two independent phenomena 
caused the aortic abdominal lesions. First, a tear was 
detected in the abdominal tunica media of all 
aneurysmatic mice (n=15/15), either caudal or left to 
the ostium of the celiac artery. Second, local ruptures 
of the tunica media were observed near the ostium of 
small suprarenal side branches. These branch-related 
ruptures led to a dissection of the tunica adventitia and 
to the formation of an intramural hematoma in n=13/15 
mice. In vivo images showed how the apparent luminal 
dilatation, often reported in literature, was directly 
related to a false channel that resulted from the tear 
near the celiac artery. Similarly, PCXTM-guided 
histology showed how the size and number of branch-
related ruptures was directly related to the suprarenal 
location and the large variation in shape between 
different dissecting AAAs.    
 
Conclusions 
Introducing PCXTM and PCXTM-guided histology, we visualized how suprarenal branch ruptures, 
apparent luminal dilatation and intramural hematoma formation can explain the location and the variation 
in shape of dissecting abdominal aortic aneurysms in mice.  
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Figure 1: PCXTM –guided histology, in vivo 
Colour Doppler ultrasound, 2D and 3D PCXTM 
images in two different dissecting AAA samples. 
